
Municipalities consider these five core competencies 
when forming a public private partnership:

Asset management
Beginning with the initial design through 
installation, operations and maintenance to 

decommissioning, asset management helps clients 
manage the entire equipment life cycle. As infrastructure 
ages and needs updating, good asset management practices can drive operational resilience; 
equipment is able to resist stress and will continue to run efficiently and safely. Risk-based asset 
planning aids in anticipating impacts of extreme conditions and implementation of pro-active 
mitigation and back-up preparations. Improved resiliency also increases the environmental 
sustainability of the entire system. An operational partner has the knowledge and expertise to 
assist in city planning and management of assets to strategize how and when infrastructure needs 
updating.

Technology
Modern technology solutions, operated by an experienced team, can detect leaks and 
early warning signs to save water and costs, meaning a more sustainable system. The 

advent of Big Data has opened endless possibilities in an industry that once wasn’t associated with 
technology. Now, weather can be forecast down to the city block. Maintenance can be monitored 
and prioritized. Crews can be scheduled, customers can be warned, leaks can be detected, and 
overflows can be anticipated. An experienced operator can advise on the best technologies and 

How to Achieve Resilient Infrastructure 
Through Operations Partnerships

U.S. municipalities host a number of infrastructure 
challenges that stem from climate change-
influenced extreme weather, economic recession, 
increased populations, and aged infrastructure. 
In response, local governments explore options to 
combat the pressures that negatively impact their 
operations. This guide explores how operations 
partnerships benefit municipalities by providing 
expertise, labor, capital, and more, to achieve 
intended results and increase resiliency and 
sustainability for their operations.
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how best to integrate them into operations. Judiciously applied, data can be used to improve 
the operations of individual valves to major complex networks. Underground asset software 
and a fully-integrated IT system can help improve the operation and management of city 
utility systems, reducing unaccounted-for water and saving millions of gallons annually. The 
private sector has the resources that the public sector does not to  provide municipalities 
technological assets, and the expertise to manage and maintain them. 

Revenues and Finance 
A major concern for municipalities around the country is the ability to provide their 
communities affordable utilities. Improved financial planning is another source of

expertise by which operational partnerships can contribute to resilience. Improved 
infrastructure reduces pollution, saves water and improves compliance. It can also produce 
significant financial benefits for municipalities. Increasing the efficiency of the infrastructure 
can generate savings, which then can be reinvested in capital projects that may otherwise be 
unaffordable due to financial constraints. Cities with significant infrastructure have increased 
revenue by replacing inaccurate water meters. The funds can then be used to focus resources 
on the most important needs such as upgrading equipment or hardening facilities. Other 
benefits from public private partnerships include efficient financial planning, economic 
development, bond rating improvements and, in some cases, access to new capital.

Energy Management
Energy is critical aspect of sustainability, in the event of extreme-weather 
emergencies, the ability to keep operations online is invaluable. Private companies 

can bring cross-sector knowledge through expertise in both water operations and energy 
management that improves the municipality’s assets to ensure resilient operations in a 
variety of ways. Experienced operations teams can help municipalities improve their energy 
resilience and sustainability through implementation of mitigation measures and renewable 
technologies. For example, microgrids allow municipalities to become independent of the 
main electrical grid, keeping them up and running in the event of a weather-induced blackout. 
Renewable projects – such as using biosolids as an energy source, reusing the heat generated 
by a wastewater treatment plant or capturing latent heat in the ground – can also improve the 
municipality’s ecological footprint while being self-financing.

Emergency Preparedness
As a partner, operators are there in emergencies when you need them, providing 
expertise and resources to get systems that have failed back up and running quickly. 

For many municipalities that have experienced the multi-faceted crises created by hurricanes, 
ice storms and floods, the presence of an experienced operator who can take responsibility for 
ensuring that water and wastewater equipment continues to function or is rapidly returned to 
service is invaluable, enabling city officials to focus on other urgent requirements. Operations 
partners are trained to plan for emergencies, identify the most essential and vulnerable 
infrastructure and co-develop resilience strategies to help ensure their clients are prepared for 
the worst.   
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